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What a tangled web we weaveâ€¦Archer Reeves needs a fiancÃ©e, but where can he find one on

short notice? When a woman calls him to tow her car, and her name happens to be Madisonâ€”the

same name he gave his made-up fiancÃ©eâ€”it has to be a sign, right?Madison Nichols has a soft

spot for grandparents, so when Archer asks her to stand in for a day as his fiancÃ©e to please his

dying grandmother, she agrees. In exchange, Archer will be her date for upcoming weddings and

social events.Their simple deception becomes complicated as one lie leads to another. As they

muddle their way through the mess, can truth be found in love?Calling Love is the second book of

the bestselling Modern Conveniences series, in which modern conveniences bring couples together

to fall in love through marriages of convenience. It can be read as a standalone.
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When Madison's car went off the road, she had no choice but to call a tow truck. Archer arrived

shortly afterward to pull her car out of the ditch, only to realize that it wasn't driveable. So, he

dropped Madison off at her house on the way to his garage. But, could she trust this man she didn't



know? Archer's grandmother has been in the hospital awhile & the only way he sees to making her

feel better is telling her that he has a fiancÃ©! Funny thing is Archer gave his "fake fiancÃ©" the

name Maddie! Is this God's way of making his lie become halfway true? This is a wonderful story of

trusting a stranger & God to work out the details. I loved this book & am looking forward to the next

in the series!

I always enjoy stories where love sneaks up on the couple! Madison was looking for a tow truck, not

love. Archer just wanted to make his grandma smile. Both were caught off guard by the feelings for

the other! Their secrets and lies bring about some fun situations!! This book is good for a laugh and

a warm fuzzy feeling as two very deserving people find their happy beginnings

Calling Love is a well written Christian romance. The characters are true to life and you will find

yourself cheering them on as the two main characters fake their engagement and then marriage.

Will they find tru love? I recommend you read the book and find out.

Sigh... Such a good story of how love can find you when you're not even looking, when you're even

resisting the whole idea. A fake engagement, a paper marriage...who can resist this truly great

story. Add it to your library today.

Madison Nichols has a friend Sean that they were best buds and hoped each other out when they

needed a date for a special occasion. He just came from a trip and told her he met someone and he

could not take her to a wedding birthday party she had to attend d because he was going to be

dating Lurena. She has an run off the road with her car when s h e avoided hitting a deer. She calls

a tow truck and Archer Reeves comes to her rescue, he takes her home and the next day tells her

the cost of repairs and tells her he has a proposition for her to help him with his dying grandmother.

His grandmom wants to see him happy with a lady in his life so Archer wants Madison to be his fake

fiance. She agrees and ask him to be her boyfriend at her coming events. You will enjoy this book

as much as I did in am sure. It is one of the sweetest stories I have read in a long time.

I read and reviewed the first book in this series (Love in a Fix) for Ms. Atwood and loved it. So I

jumped at the chance when aked to read and review this one as well. Archer and Maddie pretend to

be engaged (having met only once), for the sake of his dying grandmother. Before you know it, they

end up marrying, in name only, as well. But will it always be so, or will they find a love to take them



from convenience to commitment? Once again, I found myself rooting for these characters and

praying for them to find their way through the hurdles of family and life in all its messiness. I was

given a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

Archer Reeves asks Madison to be his pretend fiancÃ©e because her name happens be the same

as the made up name he gives his Grandmother.ailingMadison agrees in exchange for him being

her plus one for some events.This engagement turns into a hospital wedding to impress his

Grandmother.This book is hilarious as they try to keep straight what they are suppose to do.I loved

the ending and really enjoyed the storyline and the characters.

What a wonderful Christian Romance Read. I loved everything about this book. The characters

were wonderful and I loved reading about there romance. The author did a amazing job on this book

and I highly recommend this book to anyone. Looking forward to reading more.I received this book

from the author for free an exchange for my honest review. Thank you.
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